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Abstract. Content caching plays an important role in content-centric
networks. The current design of content-centric networks adopts a lim-
ited, en-route hierarchical caching mechanism, and caching and forward-
ing are largely uncoordinated. In this paper, we propose a novel col-
laborative caching and forwarding design. In this design, collaboration
is guided by content popularity ranking, based on which we introduce
a collaborative forwarding table to allow coordination between caching
and forwarding. We also propose a self-adaptive dual-segment cache di-
vision algorithm to deal with dynamic inconsistent content popularity.
We evaluate our design via extensive simulations and demonstrate that
our design improves content access cost and cache miss rate by at least
30% in a diverse network settings.

Keywords: content-centric network, name-based routing, collaborative
forwarding and caching

1 Introduction

Content caching plays an important role in content-centric networks (CCN) [25]
or named-data networks (NDN) [38]. With routers being able to cache contents in
such networks, it is likely that not only the content distribution costs incurred
to the network but also the quality of service experienced by end users are
significantly improved. Internet content caching, especially collaborative caching,
has drawn much attention (e.g., [8,14,16,20,21,23,26,29,32,35,37]) and some have
become commercially successful since more than a decade ago. This leads us to
believe that collaborative caching in CCN is a key to success in that the network
performance could be significantly improved by letting routers collaborate with
each other to optimize overall caching performance. Furthermore, forwarding, if
coordinated with caching, is likely to further optimize the network performance.

The current design of CCN adopts a hierarchical caching mechanism allow-
ing only limited collaboration in content caching. More specifically, for a given
content, caching in CCN takes place only at en-route routers (i.e., routers on

⋆ Corresponding author.
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the paths between a requesting host and one or multiple content origins), and
thus forms a hierarchical caching mechanism. An en-route router that has the
requested content will directly respond with the content from its local content
store and then suppress further forwarding the request (i.e., Interest) to the next
router in the routing hierarchy. With its unique name-based routing architec-
ture and Interest forwarding, CCN advocates a “host-to-content” communication
model differing from the “host-to-host” model in Internet. In CCN, where con-
tent comes from is no longer important to the requesting host4. Additionally,
not only en-route routers but also routers in the same administrative domain
(particularly those nearby en-route routers) could have possibly cached a re-
quested content. These observations suggest that collaborative caching beyond
the current limited hierarchical mechanism is feasible and could be beneficial.

However, collaborative caching in CCN, if not well designed, could signif-
icantly increase the communication overhead. For instance, control messages
exchanged among routers, as an example of such overhead, are necessary to
enable collaborations. Such messages normally contain information about what
contents are stored in a particular router; due to the enormously large number
of distinct contents, such messages could consume a significant portion of the
network bandwidth. Additionally, the extra latency of exchanging such messages
may further slow down the collaborative decision making process and thus re-
duce the effectiveness. A naive approach to collaborative caching is to adopt
a broadcast mechanism, i.e., each request is forwarded to all routers and only
those with the requested content respond with the data. However, such an ap-
proach is too costly and inefficient. A key challenge to collaborative caching in
CCN is how to make routers know what contents are available from other collab-
orative routers in an economic and efficient manner. Furthermore, since routers
have knowledge about such availability information, routers should leverage it
when making forwarding decisions; namely, forwarding and caching should be
coordinated and collaborative.

In this paper, we go beyond the en-route caching mechanism and propose a
novel name-based distributed collaborative forwarding and caching design (re-
ferred to as CFC for short) for content-centric networks. More specifically, col-
laboration is guided by content popularity, and content popularity is measured
distributively by content routers. Each router maintains an Availability Infor-
mation Base (AIB for short), estimating which content could be available from
which router. Each router also generates a popularity ranking sequence period-
ically through local measurements and propagated such sequences; after aggre-
gating sequences announced by other routers, each router is able to update its
AIB and leverage it to optimize forwarding decisions. However, in practice con-
tent popularity is likely different when measured from different routers. In order
to deal with such inconsistency seen by different routers, we are inspired by the
PodNet Project [24] and propose a self-adaptive dual-segment cache division de-
sign, using an additional cache space to handle inconsistent content requests and
dynamically adjusting cache division based on different levels of inconsistency.

4 CCN architecture has measures to ensure content security, which is beyond the scope
of this paper.
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We summarize our contributions as follows. Firstly, to the best of our knowl-
edge, our popularity-ranking based collaborative forwarding and caching scheme
for content-centric networks is the first to coordinate forwarding and caching
decisions through the availability information base, allowing us to utilize the in-
formation of content popularity ranking to reduce the network cost for cache col-
laboration. When assuming consistent popularity, we theoretically prove the op-
timality of our design. Secondly, We propose a novel self-adaptive dual-segment
cache design to deal with popularity inconsistency. Thirdly, we evaluate the
performance of our design via extensive simulations and demonstrate that our
design outperforms the hierarchical caching design significantly.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the related
work. Section 3 introduces the network model. Sections 4 and 5 present our
collaborative caching design, followed by the evaluations in Section 6. Section 7
concludes the paper with future work.

2 Related Work

In recent years there has been a line of work on emerging future Internet archi-
tectures (see, e.g., [5,6,15,25,38]). In such architectures, content caching becomes
an inherent capability of network elements such as routers. Without specifying
the details of content caching, these architectures are designed to allow flexible
design and implementation of new caching schemes. However, they also pose
new challenges to caching schemes; in particular, it remains unclear how con-
tent caching should be provisioned (independently or collaboratively), and how
it should be implemented efficiently. To the best of our knowledge, our work is
among the first attempts to investigate these issues and provide new insights
through comparative evaluations.

There is also a large body of literature on content caching in traditional
network architectures (see, e.g., [8,14,16,17,20,21,23,26,29,32,33,35,37]). Con-
tent caching has been an integral component of Internet-based services for many
years, and this has been reflected by the proliferation of content delivery net-
works (e.g., [3, 4, 11, 27, 28, 30]). Collaborative caching (or cooperative caching)
has been a long-lasting research topic. Researchers have not only investigated
the effectiveness of collaborative caching (see, e.g., [21, 35]), but also proposed
numerous collaborative caching schemes for both general networks and networks
with specific structures (see, e.g., [8,14,19,20,23,26,29,32,33,37]); for instance,
general Internet-based content distribution (see, e.g., [20, 26, 34]), delivering
content of special types (e.g., [29]), content caching in networks with special
topological structures (e.g., [8]), and content caching in special networks such
as ad hoc networks (e.g., [24]), content-centric networks (e.g., [10, 31, 36], and
peer-to-peer networks (e.g., [23]),

Our work clearly differs from the above work in that we take advantage
of the unique properties of content-centric networks, propose the Availability
Information Base guided by the popularity ranking sequence to achieve coordi-
nated forwarding and caching for content routers, and propose the self-adaptive
dual-segment division algorithm to deal with inconsistent popularity.
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3 Network Model

We consider an autonomous system managed by an administrative domain. The
network consists of N content routers. Each router i has a local Content Store
(CS) that can cache up to Ci content objects (“contents” for short). The size
of each content is u at the largest. We assume that content can be chunked
into pieces5, and each piece fits one cache unit (i.e., the size of each piece is
no greater than u). Then, the entire network can cache at most Cu of data,

where C =
∑N

i=1
Ci. Users send requesting packets of “Interest” to their nearest

routers (see, e.g., [25]).
We use a ranking sequence {r1, r2, ..., rC} to denote the most popular C

contents, sorted in descending order of popularity. This ranking sequence can be
measured in real time as routers receive Interests. All routers may not see the
same distribution of content popularity; however, we assume that the ranking
sequence {r1, r2, ..., rC} measured by different routers have a certain percentage
of mismatches or shifts, refer to as the popularity inconsistency.

In intradomain, topological information, e.g., link status information and
link costs between any pair of adjacent routers i and j (denoted by dij), is
typically distributed by intradomain routing protocols such as OSPF and ISIS.
Link costs can correspond to IGP link weights, or other metrics that the content-
oriented network cares (e.g., distance, latency). When other metrics are used,
they can be distributed across the whole domain via OSPF TLV messages. Other
topological information including sizes of Content Stores (Ci’s) and the average
rate of arriving Interests (Received Interest Rate for short), denoted by Ii for
router i, can also be distributed in the same way as link costs.

Note that an Interest contributes to a router’s Received Interest Rate only
if it is sent to this router by a client, rather than another router. We assume
that a router can easily distinguish (by, e.g., adding an additional flag bit in the
Interest packets) if an Interest comes from a user, or instead from a collaborative
router.

4 Ranking-Based Collaborative Forwarding and Caching

In this section we present our design for the collaborative forwarding and caching
scheme.

4.1 Overview

We introduce a new component, the Availability Info Base (AIB for short),
to allow us coordinate forwarding and caching in content routers, as shown in
Fig. 1. AIB keeps track of content availability information. More specifically,
AIB can be thought of as a table, where each entry has two columns, Name and
RouterID, suggesting that a given named content is available from a router. Note
that we assume that each router in the network has a name and routers’ names

5 Content objects are segmented into pieces in many content-centric networks (e.g.,
[25, 38]) as well as in many content-oriented overlay networks (e.g., [7, 18]).
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Fig. 1. Content router with collaborative forwarding and caching.

are propagated through the network via intradomain routing protocol such as
OSPF. As a result, routers’ names are treated in the same way as content names
and put in FIB. For instance, the outbound face to reach Router R3 is face 3,
and content /c/d is available from R3, as shown in Fig. 1.

Each content router periodically announces the pairwise link cost and col-
laborative forwarding/caching related metrics via OSPF or ISIS intradomain
routing protocols. Each router also measures the ranking of incoming Interests,
namely, examine the received Interests from the users, and generates its local
ranking sequence of the most popular C contents. Each router implements the
collaborative forwarding and caching mechanism, namely, a distributed mech-
anism to make joint decisions for forwarding and caching. Additionally, each
router measures the miss rate of the interests in order to further improve the
caching/forwarding efficiency.

Upon receiving an Interest, a router first checks whether the content is avail-
able and fresh in its local CS. If yes, the router responds with the locally cached
content. Otherwise, it looks up the Pending Interest Table (PIT), and either
this Interest should not be forwarded if it is already pending in PIT, or it should
be forwarded and PIT be updated accordingly. In the latter case, the router
looks up AIB to check whether the content is available from other collabora-
tive routers. If not, the Interest should be forwarded using the default policy in
content-centric networks (e.g., look up the outbound face in FIB and forward to
the designated face; if FIB lookup fails, use a broadcast-like approach to forward
the Interest). Otherwise, the Interest should be forwarded to the designated col-
laborative router. In order to do so, the router needs to look up FIB to determine
the outbound face to reach the designated router. Note that most likely retriev-
ing contents from collaborative routers within an autonomous system saves a
noticeable time than getting it from the origin, as the latter typically requires
traversing multiple autonomous systems and multiple interdomain links.

4.2 Collaborative Forwarding and Caching Mechanism

We next describe the collaborative forwarding and caching mechanism. In our
design, each content router keeps track of the most popular C contents. We
now assume a consistent popularity model where the most popular C contents
at each router results in the same ranking sequence {r1, r2, ..., rC}; under this
assumption, we need to understand how to optimally distribute these C contents
in the N caches in the corresponding N routers, whose sizes are C1, C2, ..., CN ,
so that the average content access cost can be minimized in the network.
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Recall that Ii denotes the average number of interests received by router i
and dij denotes the link cost of nodes i and j (dij becomes the cost of accessing
content from the local Content Store when i = j). Such costs can correspond to
either intradomain routing weights or other performance-related metrics such as
distance and latency. Then, for any cache unit in router i, the average cost of
accessing this content requested by users is

costi =

∑
N

k=1
Ikdki

∑
N

k=1
Ik

, (1)

where costi is the weighted sum of pair-wise access costs from all N routers.
The following theorem states how contents should be optimally distributed

to minimize the average content access cost:

Theorem 1. Suppose the average cost for accessing the content in a cache
unit of router i is costi. Without loss of generality, assume that after sorting,
cost1 ≤ cost2 ≤ ... ≤ costN . Also, suppose the ranking sequence is r1, r2, ...rC
in descending order of popularity. Then, the solution that minimizes the average
cost of accessing the most popular C contents in the network is to let the more
popular content be cached at a place that has a lower cost, i.e., router 1 caches
r1, ..., rC1

, router 2 caches rC1+1, ..., rC1+C2
, and so on.

Proof. The proof is straightforward using contradiction. Suppose in the optimal
solution that minimizes the average cost of accessing the C most popular con-
tents, there exists two contents ri < rj (ri is more popular than rj) stored at
routers p and q, respectively. Routers p and q follows costp > costq. Then, by
swapping content ri and rj , we get a smaller average content access cost because
the frequency of accessing ri is higher than rj .

Theorem 1 sheds light on how we should design the distributed collaborative
mechanism. More specifically, with the help of intradomain routing protocol,
topological information is generally available to each router; as a result, each
router can calculate {costi|i ∈ [1, N ]} for all collaborative routers in the network
and sort all routers using these values. Following Theorem 1, the most popular
contents should be stored by the router with the least cost, and the less popular
contents by the router with a larger cost. Therefore, for any top-C popular
content, each router knows not only which contents it should keep in its local
Content Store, but also which collaborative router it can request this content
from, if not locally available. Such availability information for the top-C contents
is stored in AIB.

Example 1 We illustrate our design using a simple example shown in Fig. 2. In
the example, there are three collaborative routers R1, R2 and R3. These routers
can cache 10 contents in total (the size of these three caches are 3, 4, and 3,
respectively). The most popular 10 contents measured by these routers are con-
sistent. Suppose cost1 ≥ cost2 ≥ cost3. Based on Theorem 1, the most popular
3 contents should be cached in router R3, the next 4 contents should be cached
in R2, and the next 3 contents should be cached in R1. As shown in the figure,
for any incoming Interest requesting for the most popular C contents, AIB tells
where it should be forwarded to (the content is either available from the router’s
local CS or other collaborative routers).
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4.3 Dealing with Inconsistent Popularity Ranking

In practice, popularity rankings seen by different routers are more likely incon-
sistent. In such cases, the efficiency of our CFC scheme will be degraded.

Example 2 We illustrate inconsistency in popularity ranking through an ex-
ample shown in Fig. 3. In this example, router R2’s ranking sequence is slightly
different from R1’s and R3’s. In R2’s ranking sequence, the positions of content h
and f are swapped and content k replaces j. As a result, router R2 caches con-
tents {d, e, h, g}; however, routers R1 and R3 expect that R2 caches {d, e, f, g}
instead. Whenever R1 and R3 forward Interests for content f to R2, such Interests
have to be further forwarded towards the origin by R2 (not shown in the figure).
Similarly, R2 always forwards Interests for content f and k to R1, resulting in
cache misses and further forwarding.

To address the above problem resulted by inconsistent popularity, we adopt
a dual-segment cache design, namely, divide a router’s Content Store into two
segments: (1) the Advertised Content Store (ACS for short), denoted by C ′

i, is
the regular collaborative cache that is operated the same way as described in
the preceding subsection assuming consistent popularity; and (2) the Comple-
mentary Content Store (CCS for short), denoted by C ′′

i , is the cache space used
for adapting to the inconsistency of popularity distribution. The rationale be-
hind this dual-segment design is to leverage CCS to absorb contents that are
supposed to be store at a router but are missing in its ACS due to inconsistent
popularity.

Upon receiving an Interest, if the requested content is available locally, the
router directly responds with the data. Otherwise, if the Interest comes from
another collaborative router, the router forwards the Interest towards the content
origin and stores the returned data into its Complementary Content Store when
the data comes back; if the Interest comes from a requesting host directly, the
router applies its knowledge of popularity-ranking sequence and checks whether
the ranking of the requesting content is less than C; If yes, it forwards the Interest
to the collaborative router designated by the sequence; otherwise, it forwards the
Interest towards the origin.

Example 3 Fig. 4 shows an example of this design for router R2 in the previous
example. With the single-segment design shown in Fig. 4(a), content f , which is
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supposed to be cached in R2, is always missing due to the inconsistency of R2’s
ranking statistics. However, with the dual-segment design shown in Fig. 4(b),
R2 only advertise 3 as its cache size. As a result, an extra cache unit can be
used to store the missing content f . Therefore, future Interests requesting for f
forwarded from routers R1 and R3 can be fulfilled by R2.

5 Adaptive Content Store Division

The impact of the preceding dual-segment design on the performance of collab-
orative forwarding and caching in content-centric networks could be subtle. On
the one hand, a sufficiently large CCS is more favorable to adapt to the popular-
ity inconsistency; and on the other hand, when the total size of the Content Store
is fixed, a smaller CCS is more favorable, as the ACS could be larger to store
more frequently requested contents in the network. Clearly there exist trade-offs
when determining their sizes.

A straightforward solution is fixed division of ACS and CCS, e.g., 90% dedi-
cated to ACS and the remaining to CCS. However, the problem of fixed division
is one size does not fit all, namely, routers may experience different levels of
popularity inconsistency, and a fixed size may either over-estimate or under-
estimate the inconsistency level, thus resulting an inefficient use of the cache
space. This can be observed in the examples in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. Router R1 and
R3 experience less popularity inconsistency than R2 does. In fact, they have no
cache misses after R2 switches to the dual-segment cache as shown in Fig. 4. As
a result, there is no need to allocate any space for CCS in router R1 and R3.

We note that the cache miss rate plays an important role in the efficiency
of dual-segment collaborative caching. On the one hand, when the miss rate is
low, it implies a potentially oversized CCS and thus a waste of cache space. On
the other hand, when the miss rate is high, then contents supposed to be stored
in a designated collaborative router are actually not stored in it, resulting in
additional costs to forward Interests to the designated router and then towards
the origin.

We design a distributed, self-adaptive algorithm to address the above divi-
sion problem; specifically, we adjust the division of ACS and CCS based on the
dynamics experienced by the content routers. We define the Locking Miss Rate
(LMR for short) to characterize the maximum miss rate (corresponding to a
maximum level of popularity inconsistency) that a router would like to tolerate.
Every router distributively adjusts its size of CCS to make its miss rate closely
approach to LMR.

More specifically, a router starts with a pre-configured initial cache division,
e.g., 90% for the Advertised and 10% for CCS. It then begins measuring the
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cache miss rate for all Interests received from other collaborative routers. Recall
that the size of ACS and CCS are denoted by C ′

i and C ′′

i respectively.
We denote the measured cache miss rate by MR. If MR ≤ LMR, it is likely

that the router experiences less popularity inconsistency than expected, we may
have an oversized CCS, so the size of CCS C ′′

i is halved so that we increase
the size of ACS C ′

i to cache more contents in the network. If MR > LMR, the
popularity inconsistency is likely under-estimated; therefore we should reduce the
size of ACS to have a larger CCS in order for accommodating the inconsistency.
However, instead of reducing the size of ACS C ′

i aggressively, we linearly reduce
it and allocate more space to CCS C ′′

i based on the following equation:

C ′

i ← (C ′

i −∆C ′

i), (2)

where ∆C ′

i is the size reduced by ACS C ′

i and increased by CCS C ′′

i . In this
equation, the right hand side is a rough estimation of the number of contents
expected to be missed (with the current size of CCS C ′′

i unchanged) after the
size of ACS C ′

i is reduced to (C ′

i − ∆C ′

i). Ideally, these missed contents are
expected to store at the extra space allocated to CCS C ′′

i . With this equation,
the percentage the size of ACS C ′

i is reduced can be calculated by

∆C ′

i

C ′

i

=
MR

1 +MR
, (3)

And as a result, the new ACS size should be
C′

i

1+MR
. This algorithm is shown in

Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Self-Adaptive Division Algorithm

1: Initialize C′

i and C′′

i such that C′

i + C′′

i = Ci.
2: τ is a pre-determined threshold, e.g., τ ∈ [0, 0.5].
3: while TRUE do

4: Measure MR for interests from other collaborative routers
5: if (MR < (1− τ) · LMR ) then
6: C′′

i ← 0.5C′′

i .
7: C′

i ← Ci − C′′

i .
8: else if (MR > (1 + τ) · LMR) then
9: C′

i ← C′

i/(1 +MR).
10: C′′

i = Ci − C′

i.
11: end if

12: end while

6 Evaluations

In this section we systematically evaluate the collaborative forwarding and caching
design via simulations.

6.1 Simulation Setup

Network topologies. We use the pop-level network topology of Abilene [2] in
simulations. Link costs are approximated by the measured end-to-end average
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latencies using PlanetLab and are in the range of [10, 40]. Note that we also
run simulations on other network topologies (e.g., CERNET [12]); however, the
results are consistent and thus we omit them here due to space limit. We include
two additional nodes to represent content origins in Europe and Asia. For each of
these additional nodes, we choose the geographically closest node in each network
and connect them. Thus we have a trans-Atlantic link and a Trans-Pacific link.
We refer to the topology with these additional nodes and links as the extended
topology. In this extended topology, the Trans-Atlantic link cost is 120 and the
Trans-Pacific link cost is set to 200. Unless otherwise specified, the cache size of
each node is 100 units; we assume contents are chunked into unit-sized pieces,
and the total number of content pieces varies from 2000 to 20,000. We assume a
5% LMR by default, and the initial splitting ratio is 90%-10%, i.e., 10% of the
cache space is used as the Complementary Cache in the beginning.

Content popularity and requests. To generate inconsistent content popu-
larity distribution, we use a single ranking sequence following the Zipf distri-
bution [9, 13, 22] and randomly inject noises to 10% of the contents by shifting
them to new positions up to a distance of 100 from their original positions in the
sequence. We also evaluate different levels of inconsistency by shifting a different
percentage of nodes in the original sequence in Section 6.4.

Interests are generated following the Zipf distribution. The number of inter-
ests each router receives directly from users per unit time is randomly chosen
from 100 to 500. The adaptive cache division algorithm is run every 50 unit time.
The simulation duration in total is 1000 unit time.

Algorithms. We evaluate three schemes using simulations. The first is our
collaborative forwarding and caching scheme, referred to as the global collab-
orative forwarding and caching (GCC). The second is a hierarchical caching
approach [8], denoted as HIE, where nodes are divided into two clusters based
on their locations and there are two additional nodes serving as the upper-level
caches whose size is three times of the size of lower-level caches. The third is a
locally clustered variant of GCC, referred to as the local collaborative forwarding
and caching (LCC), where nodes are divided into two clusters (in the same way
as HIE) and each cluster run its own GCC independently.

Note that when evaluating these algorithms, all nodes have an identical
caching size in order to make the comparison fair. However, due to the extra
two upper-level caching nodes, the total cache size of HIE is larger than that of
GCC and LCC.

Performance Metrics. We quantify the performance using two metrics. The
first metric is the average cumulative link costs of accessing content by a user,
referred to as the Average Access Cost. The second metric is the percentage of
interests received by each cache that are not fulfilled locally, referred to as the
Cache Miss Ratio.
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6.2 Impacts of Number of Contents

We first quantify the performance by varying the number of delivered contents.
Fig. 5 summarizes the results of average content access cost in the Abilene net-
works. We make the following observations. Firstly, as the number of delivered
contents increases, the average access cost increases monotonically. This is be-
cause with more contents, the percentage of the contents that can be accessed
from caches decreases and more contents have to been accessed directly from
content sources, leading to higher costs.

Secondly, our design, GCC, outperforms HIE and cuts the cost by more than
30%. The reason is that GCC can take full advantage of peer caches, while HIE
allows only very limited collaboration between the low-tier and high-tier nodes.

Thirdly, the localized collaborative scheme, LCC, enforces a clustered struc-
ture, therefore fewer nodes are collaborating with each other, resulting approxi-
mately 10% higher cost on average than the global collaborative scheme.

Fig. 6 summarizes the results of average cache miss rate. We observe that
with HIE, the cache miss rate increases as the total number of contents increases,
and that the miss rates are almost an order of magnitude higher than GCC and
LCC. HIE does not use popularity information to guide forwarding and caching;
instead, it searches local cache and upper-level cache only. As the number of
contents increases, the miss rate increases since the percentage of contents can
be stored in cache is limited by the size of cache storage. This explains why we
see an increasing curve for HIE. For GCC and LCC, we observe that the miss
rates largely remain the same, due to LMR being fixed to 5%.

6.3 Impact of Adaptive Cache Division

We next evaluate the impact of the adaptive cache division algorithm. More
specifically, we quantify the performance of global and local collaborative caching
by varying LMR.

Fig. 7 plots the impact of cache adaptation on average access cost. Note that
the cost is normalized and the total number of contents is 10000 in this figure. We
observe that the best performance can be achieved when LMR is approximately
5%. Note that when LMR is in the range of [0.025, 0.1], the average access cost
is within 4% of the best performance, suggesting that the performance of GCC
and LCC are not sensitive to LMR.

Fig. 8 plots the results of cache miss rate. We observe an increasing miss
rate as LMR increases, however, it increases slower when LMR is larger than
approximately 10%. With a larger LMR, the cache division algorithm tries to
keep the cache miss rate around LMR, in order to make the most efficient use
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of the cache space. When LMR increases from 10% to 20%, the cache miss rate
only slightly increases because the miss rate is mainly contributed by the incon-
sistency of content popularity, which is generated by shifting 10% of contents
from a given ranking sequence.

6.4 Impact of Popularity Inconsistency

We next evaluate the impact on the average access cost when the inconsistency
in popularity changes. More specifically, we change the percentage of popularity
inconsistency from 1% to 30%, while setting the total number of contents to
10000 and keeping all the other network settings the same as in Fig. 5. We
summarize the results in Fig.9.

We make the following observations. Firstly, the higher the percentage of
inconsistency, the higher the average access cost for GCC and LCC. We note that
when the percentage of inconsistency is higher, each node allocates larger space
to the Complementary Content Store in order to handle requests for contents
that are not stored in its Advertised Content Store. The reason these contents are
not stored in the Advertised Content Store is that different routers see different
sets of contents for a given ranking range. With an increasing percentage of
contents shifting from their original positions in the ranking sequence, the union
of these different sets becomes larger, leading to a larger Complementary Content
Store and a smaller Advertised Content Store, which eventually increases the
average content access cost due to the reduced number of unique contents stored
in the network.

Secondly, the average access cost of HIE remains almost the same. The reason
is that HIE does not rely on consistency of popularity seen by different nodes,
and thus is not affected by popularity inconsistency. However, even when the
percentage of inconsistency is as high as 30%, GCC and LCC still improve the
average access cost by approximately 30%, due to the reason that HIE does not
take full advantage of cache available from other routers nearby, leading to an
inefficient use of caching.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we propose a novel distributed, popularity-guided collaborative
forwarding and caching design for content-centric networks, where we introduce
an Availability Information Base to allow coordination between forwarding and
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caching in content routers. In order to deal with popularity inconsistency in
realistic networks, we also propose a self-adaptive dual-segment cache division
algorithm. We evaluate our design via extensive simulations and demonstrate
that our design improves content access cost and cache miss rate by at least
30% in a diverse network settings.

There are many avenues to future work. We plan to implement a prototype
based on CCNx [1] and conduct medium- to large-scale experiments. This also
gives us opportunities to investigate the complexity and feasibility of the pro-
posed framework. We also plan to theoretically model and analyze the impacts
of popularity inconsistency on the effectiveness of the proposed design.
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